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A Lioness 
called 

‘SPOTS‘

Meet 
Mr. Fearless

Look after

your cat!
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Two honey birds were perching 
on a tree, watching in terror as 
a cobra slithered on the ground, 
looking for food. One of the 
birds had eggs hidden in an 
underground nest and the snake 
was sailing towards that specific 
area.

“O, no! Look Swift, he is getting 
closer and closer to the nest. 
What are we going to do?” 
said Chirp anxiously. The eggs 
belonged to her and she was 
looking forward to seeing her 
hatched chicks soon. Swift 

looked sad. “My dear friend, I 
am terribly sorry, but it looks like 
the greedy snake will get to your 
little ones. I wish I knew what 
to do.” Poor Chirp was in so 
much distress that she dropped 
her brown wings a little lower. 
Just then, they heard a grunt … 
grunt and then a growling sound 
following it. 

The strange sounds were not far 
off. 

Suddenly Swift sat up a little 
straighter and her eyes got 
brighter. “Wait a minute, perhaps 
there’s hope after all. I’ve got 
a plan,” she announced. Chirp 
looked at her with big eyes. “You 
do?” she asked in disbelief. Swift 
looked to the direction where the 
weird sounds came from. “Yup, I 
haven’t seen him in a while, but 
if I am not mistaken that is the 

sound of a honey badger.” Chirp 
was surprised and she sat up a 
little straighter too, trying to see 
if she can spot the honey badger 
in the bush. 

“I haven’t met one yet,” she 
declared. 

Before Chirp could ask more 
questions about the new-found 
hope her friend was referring to, 
Swift spread her wings and said, 
“Well what are we waiting for? 
Let’s go meet him.” She took off 
with chirping sounds calling to 
the honey badger. Without much 
of a choice, a confused Chirp 
followed suit, as she took off 
after her.

At first they saw some 
movement in the bush and then 
Chirp noticed a fierce looking 
mammal with a stocky, fattened 
body and short strong legs with 
claws on the front feet. The 
honey badger‘s coat looked thick 
and coarse, mostly black, with 
a wide greyish stripe along its 
back from head to tail. In fact 
he looked a lot like a skunk! 
Chirp reckoned that there was a 
possibility that he may also stink 
like one. 
She heard Swift’s chirping 
noises cease and then her friend 
landed on a nearby branch. As 
Chirp joined her, Swift called out 
“Good day honey badger! It’s 
been a while.” Two round dark 
eyes looked up and inspected 
them. He seemed irritated and 
in a hurry.  “Honey guide, you 
should know better than to 
call to me. I could eat you for 
breakfast,” he grunted. “Ah, but 

you wouldn’t, now would you?” 
Swift replied all playfully. 
The honey badger decided 
to ignore them and moved on 
again, when Swift once more 
cried out, “I want to make a deal 
with you.” Her announcement 
stopped him in his tracks. 
“Little bird, what kind of a 
deal do you have in mind?” 
he grunted again. Chirp tried 
her best to keep calm, while it 
seemed that Swift was not at 
all afraid of the fierce looking 
creature. Instead, she replied 
calmly, “There’s a cobra up 
ahead and I would like you 
to scare it away. In return, I 
will show you where to find a 
beehive full of honey.”

The honey badger appeared 
somewhat interested, because 
his eyes seemed to light up 
just a little bit. Whether it was 
for the challenge or the honey, 
they didn’t know. Despite the 
awkwardness, Chirp heard 
herself whisper, “What’s his 
name Swift?” Swift sat up 
proudly as she announced, 
“Meet Mr. Fearless!” That had 
the weird creature almost 
grinning. He liked the idea of 
being called fearless. 

“Well, where did you say that 
snake was?” he asked curiously. 
“Just up ahead,” replied Swift 
indicating the direction with her 
head. And then he hurried off 
into that direction. They followed 
him and landed in a nearby tree. 
Chirp still cringed as she saw 
the cobra now basically right on 
top of the nest. Then in seconds, 
Mr. Fearless was on him and 

attacked him with a vicious bite. 
The cobra reacted and formed 
a big hood as it lifted its upper 
body and struck back with super 
speed. This vicious biting and 
striking went on for a few more 
seconds and then Mr. Fearless 
finally grabbed the cobra with 
his terrifying claws and dealt 
him a deathblow. The two birds 
nearly jumped off the branch. 
They didn’t expect him to kill 
the snake. How on earth can 
a honey badger kill a snake? 
Chirp wondered. “Well that was 
gruesome,” Swift said dryly. “You 
knew he could do that?” Chirp 
asked shocked. “Well yes, that’s 
why he’s called Mr. Fearless.” 
“Oh” was all that she could reply. 

“No!” she heard Swift shout 
and then she saw Mr. Fearless 
passing out next to the cobra’s 
body. What a terrible ending for 
both. “The cobra’s venom must 
have killed him too,” she said 

sadly. They left the two bodies 
there and checked on the nest. 
They decided to get some food 
and when they returned after a 
few hours, they couldn’t believe 
their eyes. Mr. Fearless stirred, 
shook his head and got up as if 
nothing happened to him. Then 
he said, “Honey guide, after I’ve 
finished this snake, we can go 
and get my pudding. A deal is a 
deal.” 

They were both speechless for a 
moment and then Swift agreed 
hastily with him. Chirp couldn’t 
help but ask, “Why didn’t the 
venom kill you?” The honey 
badger looked at her, grabbed 
the snake and grinned. “I am 
a honey badger, we don’t just 
eat honey but we enjoy snakes 
too. The venom cannot kill me; 
it only makes me pass out for a 
while.... And I am Mr. Fearless 
....” The birds were surprised at 
his answer but thankful that it 
was so. They didn’t want their 
hero to die.

The end..

Meet 
Mr. Fearless

(by Noreen Arangies)
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Questions
& Answers

Good to 
know

Can a snake kill a 

HONEY BADGER? 

In the wild, observers have seen snakes bite honey 
badgers, have seen the badgers swelling and showing 

signs of distress and then sleeping. 
After the honey badgers wake up, they walk away, showing 
no evidence of taking a bite that would have killed almost 

any other animal.

The animal got its name because one 
of its favourite meals is bee larvae, 
which are even deeper inside the 

hive than honey. The energy a honey 
badger can get from chewing on larvae 
is worth the possibility of being stung.

Where does the name

HONEY BADGER 
come from?

In addition...

the world’s most fearless creature is 
the honey badger, according to the 
Guinness Book of World Records.

7

Along with sharp teeth, honey badgers also 
have incredibly powerful jaws.  This is helpful 
because the honey badger will eat every part 
of its prey, including the bones.  The jaws are 
even powerful enough to eat a turtle, including 

the shell, without difficulty.

Not only this, but they are naturally not very 
affected by many types of stings and venom.  

They can even get bitten by king cobras 
and puff adders with little effect, though a 

strike from something like a puff adder that 
manages to actually penetrate their skin will 
eventually knock the honey badger out for a 

couple hours. 
Although it is not known exactly how the 

honey badger’s body resists the effects of 
these types of deadly venom, it is thought 

that if the snakes could strike them enough, 
it’s likely the venom would eventually kill the 
honey badger.  Unfortunately for the snake 

though, they are unlikely to survive long 
enough in a battle with a honey badger to 

strike it enough to kill it. Further, it takes time 
for the venom to take effect, so even if they 
manage to knock it out, the snake will likely 

already be dead when this happens.

Honey badgers eat so many snakes and scorpions that they 
develop a natural immunity to the venom of these animals. They 

have low sensitivity to venom as a species and have similar 
characteristics to their mongoose relatives. Some scientific 
data suggests that a lifetime of small bites by venomous 
animals, such as bees, scorpions and snakes, helps the 

honey badger to build up immunity to venom. Honey badgers 
have physical qualities that help them avoid bites and stings 

from venomous animals. They have tough skin, making it 
more difficult for venom to be injected into their bodies. Their 
skin is also very loose, which allows them to turn and bite any 
animals attempting to attack and envenom them. They are fast, 
smart and fierce. These characteristics mean the honey badger 
is both less likely to be bitten and less reactive to the venom of 

snakes, scorpions and bees.

© Martin Harvey

© Anja Denker

© Anja Denker

Wikipedia: Matěj Baťha

Male honey badgers typically have a home area of around 
500 square kilometres.  Females have a home area of 
around 130 square kilometres.  Because of their very 

large home range areas, honey badger populations are in 
dramatic decline, with the honey badger’s areas more and 
more including areas of large human populations.  They 

also have low reproductive rates (typically one new badger 
per birth).
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The Western Stripe-bellied Sand Snake is probably 
southern Africa‘s fastest snake.

The majority of sand and whip snakes look similar, 
with stripes and markings down the body, and are 
difficult to tell apart.

If disturbed, they will usually dart for cover in the 
closest bush, or down a hole. Upon reaching the shrub 
they will freeze and rely on their excellent camouflage.

A: true  B: true  C: true

A threatened ladybug may both play dead and secrete 
an unappetizing substance to protect itself.

The red colour is only for beauty!

It is a common myth, totally unfounded, that the 
number of spots on the insect‘s back indicates its age.

A: false (A:  Ladybugs can secrete a fluid from joints in their legs 
which gives them a foul taste. Their colouring is likely a reminder 
to any animals that have tried to eat their kind before: „I taste 
awful‘). B: true  C: true

The elephant is the second largest land mammal 
on earth!

Both male and female African elephants have tusks 
they use to dig for food and water and strip bark
from trees.

Elephants form deep family bonds and live in tight 
matriarchal family groups called a herd. The herd is 
led by the oldest and often largest male in the herd.

A: false (A: The elephant is the largest land mammal on earth!)
 B: true  C: false (C: Elephants form deep family bonds and live 
in tight matriarchal family groups of related females called a herd. 
The herd is led by the oldest and often largest female in the herd).

Sunbirds range in size from the 5-gram black-bellied 
sunbird to the spectacled spider hunter, at about 45 grams.

The nest is built by the female in about 6-12 days, 
consisting of a pear-shaped structure built of dry grass 
reinforced with spider web, with a side-top entrance.

The female lays 1-3 eggs, which are incubated solely 
by the female for about 30 days.

A: true  B: true  C: false (C: The female lays 1-3 eggs, which are 
incubated solely by the female for about 13-15 days).

Help Nick and Pako to 
find out which number 
belongs to which bird! 
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Elephants are known for their long lifespan 
(similar to humans), intelligence, memory 
and family structure. 
The youngsters learn all they need 
to know from their family members: 
mothers, aunts, sisters and brothers.
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During their floral feeding process, sunbirds 
pollinate many plants. They are playing 
an important role in nature! If you
plant indigenous plants, especially
aloes, you support sunbirds
to visit your garden.

This snake is striped from head to tail with a 
lemon-yellow belly.
It grows to an average length of 1 m, with 
a maximum length of nearly 1,4 m.

Elephants can‘t jump!

Almost all ladybirds feed on soft-bodied 
insects, and serve as beneficial predators 
of plant pests. Gardeners welcome 
ladybirds with open arms, knowing
they will munch on the most prolific 
plant pests.

13 species (of 136) live in Namibia!

Over its lifetime, a ladybird may consume as many as 5000 aphids.

It is mildly venomous. No danger to man.
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Sunbirds drink nectar, a sweet liquid 
inside certain flowers. They reject 
flower types that produce nectar that 
is less than 10% sugar and prefer 
those whose sugar content is higher.

Sunbirds are not related to hummingbirds.
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Bees are the most important pollinators of many of the fruits and vegetables we eat.
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The venom is mild but will cause swelling and pain.

The horned adder can usually be identified by 
the small horns, one above each eye. 
Hornless specimens are also found, 
although rarely.
Adult average length: 25-40 cm, with a 
maximum length of nearly 60 cm.

Male and female live together in a life-long bond.

Black-backed jackals make a 
diagnostic repetitive yapping call when 
mobbing large carnivores such as lions, 
spotted hyenas and especially leopards. 
This call, once recognised, can be used 
as a reliable aid to finding the large carnivore.

Bees live on stored honey and pollen 
all winter, and cluster into a ball to 
conserve warmth. Larvae are fed from 
the stores during this season and, by 
spring, the hive is swarming with a 
new generation of bees.
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It reportedly uses the darkened tip of its tail to lure 
lizards closer when it is buried in loose sand.

Horned Adders always have the some colour (as the 
colour on the picture).

When disturbed, it usually coils, inflates its body with 
air and hisses loudly, often striking repeatedly.

A: ture  B: false (B:Horned Adders vary greatly in colour, 
from reddish brown to dark olive brown and sandy gray).
C: true

Litters consist of 1-6 pups, which are born blind. The 
pups open their eyes after 1 month.

For the first three weeks of their lives, the pups are 
kept under constant surveillance by their mother, 
while the father and elder offspring provide food.

The black-backed jackals is also known as
silver-backed jackal.

A: false (A: Litters consist of 1-6 pups, which are born blind. 
The pups open their eyes after 8-10 days.)  B: true  C: true.

A honey bee visits 50 to 100 flowers during a 
collection trip.

Honeybees are not aggressive by nature, and will not 
sting unless protecting their hive from an intruder or 
are unduly provoked.

Bees are the only insect in the world that make food 
that people can eat.

DESIGNER
You are looking for a 

GRAPHIC

Cell: 081 124 1112 | pako@africaonline.com.na

?

Manrico sunbirds only occur in southern Namibia.

A: false (A: Manrico sunbirds occur in northern and central 
Namibia.)  B: true  C: false (C: The male is very colourful, while 
the female has gray/brown colours).

The chicks are fed solely by the female, but once they 
fledge both parents continue to feed them for weeks 
longer, still coming back to roost in the nest every night.

Male and females can have the same colours.

A: true  B: true  C: true
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Windhoek SPCA: 061 238 654
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It’s still quite dark, the huge 
‘camelthorn’ trees silhouetted 
against the mountains which rise 
up behind the waterhole ..... a 
herd of kudu cautiously walk over 
the rocky outcrop towards the cool 
water they need to survive the 
dusty, hot day. As the sun lights 
up the sky, SPOTS and her five 
cubs (2 sub-adult females {2 1/2 
years old} and 3 small cubs) lie 
hidden amongst the large, fallen 
tree trunks on the bank of the dry 
river – the kudu still unaware of the 
danger lurking in the shadows.....
suddenly, SPOTS leaves her 
family and begins to walk slowly 
towards the unsuspecting 
kudu, her step quickens, then 
she slows.... her legs bent, her 
belly touching the ground, eyes 

fixed on one of the smaller, 
weaker animals in the group.                                                                                                                                           
Back at the river bank, the sub-
adults have moved into ‘ambush’ 
position, lower down in the river 
bed, leaving the small cubs alone – 
they don’t move a muscle, staring 
after their mother, aware only of 
her tawny figure in the distance.                                                                              
Too thirsty to wait any longer, the 
kudu reach the rocky waterhole 
ready to take their first sip, when 
SPOTS decides to charge – kudu 
scatter in every direction churning 
up billowing dust clouds, one can 
hear kudu splashing through the 
water, some running into a deep 
erosion gulley at the far end of 
the waterhole, young kudu calves 
separated from their mothers, 
turn and run into the river bed 

where the sub-adult females are 
waiting ....”             
                   
This time she failed and when 
SPOTS returned to her small 
pride, one could imagine the 
cubs’ disappointment! Predators 
such as lions are not always 
successful in the hunt, even if 
there are large numbers of prey 
about and with five mouths to 
feed, SPOTS and her daughters 
are constantly on the look-out for 
opportunity.

We watch from a distance as 
the SPOTS-pride regroup, but 
we miss the two sub-adults ....
to our delight, we notice that 
they have met up with the older, 
battle-scarred female (we have 

named her Black-Collared 
Lioness, because she has an old 
injury to her right eye, a brand 
mark T-I on her left and right 
shoulders, and she wears an old, 
defunct collar from an unknown 
research project). We estimate 
her age at approx. 15 years and 
she is possibly SPOTS’ mother. 
We plan to immobilise her (dart 
her with an anaesthetic drug), 
remove the old collar which is too 
tight, and replace it with a new 
GPS-satellite collar. 

Black-Collared and her two sub-
adult females (approx. 24 months 
old) spend some time alone 
but also join the SPOTS-group; 
together they form the Hobatere 
North pride of nine lions.

But where are the males?  One is 
led to believe that prides always 
have one or two dominant males 
who live with them and protect 
them. Interestingly, the Hobatere 
North pride does not have a pride 
male that stays with them all the 
time and we are not yet sure why 
this is so. A dark-mane male, 
named Masialeti (Hpl-7), is often 
seen with this group of females 
and cubs and we think that he is 
the father of the four sub-adult 
females and the three small cubs; 
we can only be sure of this once 
we have done more research into 
their genetics. Another ‘blonde’ 
male, Masialeti’s brother, is also 
tolerated by this pride of females 
and cubs, but never stays with 
them for any length of time before 

Should you wish to read more about our work to save the lions, leopards, cheetahs, wild dogs and hyenas of Namibia, please visit our website: www.africat.org or write to us at info@africat.org.

returning to his regular haunt in 
the Etosha National Park.

We wake to loud roars close to 
the waterhole and in the early 
morning light we see the SPOTS-
pride, including the two males, 
feasting on a zebra! We slowly 
move our research vehicle into 
position to find SPOTS’ three 
young cubs, one male and two 
females, tearing at the muscle 
and soft, internal organs, their 
faces red with the zebra’s blood 
– what a special birthday gift from 
mom & big sisters, as these three 
youngsters are now one year 
old!”    

The AfriCat Hobatere Lion 
Research Project was initiated 
mid-2013, with the aim to 
conduct a study of the lion 
(Panthera leo) population within 
the Hobatere Concession Area 
and movements between the 
Hobatere Concession Area, 
the western Etosha National 
Park and adjacent communal 
farmland.            
Lion move in and out of Hobatere 
on a regular basis, along the 
southern, western and northern 

boundaries as well as between 
the western Etosha National 
Park and Hobatere. Communal 
livestock farmers of the #Khoa 
di //Hoas and Ehirovipuka 
Conservancies are affected by 
this farmer-predator conflict, 
regularly reporting lion movement 
onto farmland especially where 
the boundary fence is porous. 
Lion sightings, tracks as well 
as livestock killed by lions, are 
common on these border farms. 
The frequency of lions crossing 

the Hobatere boundary and the 
establishment of independent 
populations outside of the Etosha 
Park, are not known. The extent 
of livestock loss and resultant lion 
mortality on adjacent farmland 
cannot yet be properly assessed.  
AfriCat‘s team of dedicated 
researchers and lion guardians 
tirelessly work on finding solutions 
to the human-wildlife conflict and 
support farming communities 
through conservation education 
and conservation agriculture 
programmes.  

A Lioness 
called 

‘SPOTS‘
(part 2)
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Activity 
answers
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Did you know?

Frogs can’t swallow with their eyes open.

= _____

Read more
about horses!
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